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This paper describes the results.of direct measurements of electron fluxes 
with energy > 40 Aev in the upper atmosphere to 100 km altitude. Calculations 
are conducted, which show that the contribution of electrons to the ionization 
in the 70 - 90 Ian altitude range may be predominating. 
* 
* * 
Up to the present time the least studied region of the ionosphere is its 
lower part, the so-called D-region. 
The most widespread viewpoint at present on the formation of lower iono- 
sphere (see,  for example, [l, 21) is the following: the main agent responsible 
for the ionization above 85 lan is the hard ultraviolet and X-radiation of the 
Sun; in the range 65: 85 lan the ionization is conditioned by &-line absorption 
by NO molecules, and below 65 lan the main contribution to ionization is provi- 
ded by cosmic rays. 
When explaining the ionization mechanism in the 65 + 85 lan altitude range 
the greatest indefiniteness takes place, for it is necessary to assume at these 
heights a substantial concentration of NO molecules. 
ionized NO+ molecules, registered at these heights by direct measurements, it 
is possibly linked not with the absorption of L, but is explained by various 
photochemical reactions [ 2 ] .  
A s  to the presence of 
Thus, it is interesting to consider, besides the Sun's electromagnetic 
radiation and cosmic rays, other possible sources of ionization of the lower 
ionosphere. In connection with the latest development of research with the aid 
of rockets and particularly satellites, a notable role in the formation of 
(*; @I KORPUSKULYARNOCX) IZLUCHENIYA V FOFNIROVANII N I Z W  IONOSFERY ) :... 
2 .  
the upper ionosphere was ascribed to corpuscular radiation, i. e: ,the solar 
corpuscular streams and Earth's radiation belts. However, the significance 
oE corpuscular radiation as the ionizing agent of the lower ionosphere (below 
100 Ian) is so far to a significant degree undetermined. 
There exist at present only some indirect data for, as well as against,a 
notable role of corpuscular radiation in the ionization of the lower iono- 
sphere. 
concentration in the atmosphere with the increase of the latitude of observa- 
tions [ 4 ] .  At the same time this viewpoint is in contradiction with the great 
daily effect of electron concentration [2] (in daytime the concentration of 
electrons is by about one order greater than in nighttime), which is natural- 
ly explained by the electromagnetic nature of the ionizing agent of solar ori- 
gin. However, direct measurements of concentration of positive ions at these 
heights, not showing any daily effect, are presently available [SI .  
To the number of the former we may refer the well hown rise of ion 
In connection with the above there arises the necessity of conducting 
direct experiments on the registration of corpuscular radiation in the upper 
atmosphere. 
The present work expounds certain preliminary results of measurements of 
charged particle fl1.utes on meteorological rockets to altitudes of 'L 100 km. 
A system of three Geiger counters of the type SBT-9, with 1 mg/cm* thick- 
ness of inlet window, was part of the measurement apparatus. These counters 
illlo\d us to register effectively electrons and protons with respective ener- 
gies above 35 - 40 kev and 0.5 Mev, and also cosmic rays. One of the counters 
was used as "background" for the registration of cosmic rays, with inlet win- 
dow shielded. 
"looking" upward by the inlet window during ascent, and the other - downward, 
whereupon in order to decrease the influence of rocket's frame on the number 
of counts of the latter, its axis was at 35' relative to rocket axis. 
utilization of two counters with opposite disposition of inlet windows allowed 
us to conduct the radiation registration at ascent as well at descent. 
The other two counters were so disposed that one of them was 
The 
Upon passage of amplifying and shaping cascades, the pulses from counters 
proceeded to integrating devices, from whose outputs were fed dc voltages 
proportional to radiation intensity. 
details in ref. [ 6 ] .  
This apparatus is described with more 
The results of processing of telemetry data have shown that the intensity 
At the 
of thc radiation registered by the background counter at altitudes > 55 - 60 lan 
renuins practically constant through maximum heights of rocket ascent. 
sane time, the counters registering the soft radiation have noted (at ascent, 
as well as at descent)a significant rise of radiation above 70 - 75 km. 
The experimental data on the complementary flux of charged particles at 
various heights (minus the cosmic ray background), taking into account the 
corrections for the effective area and the solid angle of the counters for the 
soft radiation, are plotted in Fig.1. 
sphere and counter's inlet window are in abscissa and the intensity is in 
ordinates. 
The sum of thickness of residual atmo- 
3.  
In ordcr t o  ascer ta in  the role of the regis tered radiat ion i n  the ion 
formation or t h e  lower ionosphere one must be aware of t h e  dose of energy 
( A E ) ,  l o s t  by thc charged par t ic les  of the kind i during the passage of an 
air layer Ah. These energy losses may be expressed in  the following form: 
I/ 
where Si(E)dE is the d i f f e ren t i a l  energy spectrum of pa r t i c l e s ,  (AE/Ah) (E)i 
is the loss of energy by a pa r t i c l e  with energy E t o  ionization a t  passage 
of the a i r  layer  Ah, 
s t i l l  able  t o  ionize the matter. 
E b  is the minimum energy of the pa r t i c l e ,  a t  which it is  
In other  words, in  order t o  resolve the question of the contribution of 
c'orpuscular radiat ion t o  ionization one must how the  nature of pa r t i c l e s ,  and 
d i f f e ren t i a l  energy spectrum, and a l so  the losses of energy by pa r t i c l e s  of 
various energies t o  ionization during passage through the atmosphere. 
The data on ionization losses by pa r t i c l e s  of various nature are s u f f i -  
c i en t ly  extensively t rea ted  i n  l i t e r a t u r e  dealing with the investigation of 
radiat ion passage through matter (see, f o r  example [7 - 91) .  
trum of pa r t i c l e s  may be determined on the bas i s  of the r e su l t s  on p a r t i c l e  
absorption i n  the atmosphere obtained i n  the present experiment (see Fig.1). 
The energy spec- 
In order t o  ascer ta in  the nature of regis tered par t ic les  it is necessary 
t o  have recourse t o  ce r t a in  additional data, f o r  the resu l t s  of measurements 
with the a id  of the Geiger counter do not permit a un i la te ra l  response t o  
t h i s  question. 
from 40 t o  150 - 200 kev, as w e l l  a s  
protons with energies from 0.5 t o  4 - 
5 hlev can be registered. 
energy threshold is  determined by 
the threshold value required f o r  the 
passage by the p a r t i c l e  through the 
counter window, and the lower l i m i t  
is determined by the penetration 
depth of radiat ion in to  the atmosphere. 
The question of the nature of 
In  the experiment counducted by counters electrons with energies 
The lower 
I 
p a r t i c l e s  may be resolved by way of 
involving data on ionization measure- 
incnts i n  the atinosphere, for  the ion- M f5 20 25 30 
i zat ion, indiiced by protons and elec- MZ/W* 
t rons ,  their f1iLues hcing cqual in 
the indicated ciicrgy in tc rva ls ,  dif  - 
f e r s  by several  orders. 
Fig. 1 
The estiiiiates pe r foned  below show t h a t  had the registered radiat ion been 
due t o  protons, they would have induced too great  an ionization, which is not 
observed experimentally. 
t h a t  t h e  regis tered pa r t i c l e s  a re  electrons.  
Taking t h i s  remark in to  account, we sha l l  consider 
4 .  
As alrcricly notcd, we may use the absorption curve in the atmosphere (see 
1:ig.l) i n  ordcr to determine the differential energy spectrum of electrons. 
In the case under consideration the atmosphere is considered as a certain 
absorbing medium. To that effect, the inverse problem should be resolved, 
absorption curve. Indeed, if the energy spectrum (trial spectrum) at any le- 
vel of the atmosphere is known, we may, by utilizing the well know relations 
for energy losses (dE/dh)(E) by particles of various energies, determine how 
the spectrum will transform during the passage of the layer of matter Ah. 
Thus we may determine the spectrum at any depth in the atmosphere. The inte- 
gration of energy spectra overenergy from Eth 
energy of electrons corresponding to the thickess of counter's input window) 
for different altitudes will give the integral fluxes of particles at these 
altitudes. 
ones experimentally at various heights we may determine the differential energy 
spectrum of particles sought for. 
< namely, to select such a spectrum of particles that would satisfy the obtained 
= 40 kev (Ethr being the threshold 
From the comparison of computed values of fluxes with the registered 
Another way of determining the energy spectrum of particles, in fact equi- 
valent to the preceding one, consists also in the solution by the method of 
assorting an integral equation of the form 
nk = f N ( E )  ( E )  dE, (Enop means Ethreshold) 
Enop 
where N(E) is the spectrum sought for,nk is the flux of particles obtained ex- 
perimentally at the k-th level, ak(E) is the probability of passage of a par- 
ticle with energy E to the assigned level, Ethr has the preceding value of 40 
kev . 
For the determination of ak(E) we may utilize the well known absorption 
curves of electrons with various energies in the matter (see, for example, 
[lo, 111). 
that differential spectra of the form 
The calculations, conducted by both the above methods, have shown 
N(E)dE % E-YdE, 
where 
sion of the cxpcriment. 
= 2 : 4, may satisfy the obtained altitude course within the preci- 
The curves 1 and 2 in Fig.1 represent the results of calculation of the 
altitude dependence of electrons in the atmosphere at 
N(E)dE = 0.1E-2 dE electron/cm2*sec*kev 
N(E)dE = 0.33Em4 dE electron/cm* -sec*kev 
for E s 40 kev. 
I)y utilizing Eq.(l), compute the total energy losses on the ionization in any 
atmosphere layer Ah. 
ISe obtained the spectrum of electrons in the energy region a 40 kev. However, 
the absence of data on the spectrum in the region of lesser energies is not 
mmifest in the calculation of total energy losses of electrons to the ioniza- 
tion bclow 95 kn, since the electrons with energies < 40 kev are practically 
totally absorbed in the air layer above that levcl (the thickness of residual 
;itnosphere above 95 km, d % 1 mg/cm*). 
Having determined the energy spectrum of particles, we may, 
At the same time, the following should be underscored. 
On the other hand, starting from the well known relations on energy 
losses by particles of various energies as they traverse atmosphere matter, 
i . e o  Jt is known how particle "creep" takes place by the spectm from 
the region of higher energies (240 kev) to the region of lower energies. 
In other words, carrying out such calculations and taking into account 
that for the creation of a pair of ions in the air, an energy o f  about 35 ev 
as an average is prerequisite, we ottained the: altitude dependences of the 
rate of ion formation in the atmosphere (numbey of pairs of ions per an3.sec), 
conditioned by the registered corpuscular radiation (curve 1, Fig. 2) . The 
boundaries of the hatched region correspond 
to extreme assumptions concerning the index 
of the mer-gy spectrum of electrons,~ = 2 + 4 .  
Plotted in Fig.2 are also the data bor- 
rowed from ref. [l] , on the rate of ion for- 
mation for middle latitudes at the expense 
of X- and ultraviolet radiations of the Sun, 
on cosmic rays (respectively curves 2 ,  3 ,  4) .  \ 
It may be secxi from Fig.2 that above 95 
h and below 65 km, the main sources of ion- 
ization are respectively the X-ray, the ultra- 
violet radiations and cosmic rays. In the intgnnedigte region, the corpuscular 
radiation is prevailing. 
3 it is known how the initial spectrum is transformed at the different levels, 
I 
on the La absorption line of NO, and also 6t7L  -*- '' \ , 
rg-3 , ry7-J to-* ta-' rap. 
ion cm3sec 
Fig. 2 
The conducting of further investigation of the latitude and longitude 
dependences, and also of the daily effects of corpusculqr stream intensity 
and their temporal variations may possibly lead to the requirement of revision 
of the existing representations on the basic formation mechanisms of the lower 
ionosphere. 
The author extends his thanks to E. G. Shvidovskiy for the useful discus- 
sions and his interest in the work. 
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